February 26, 2013
This communication is designed to provide you with quick snapshots and timely perspective on
recent regulatory developments.

Model Validation Applied to Anti-Money Laundering
Systems
Background
During 2012, regulators consistently communicated to the
financial community their intent to refocus efforts on the
examination of Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)/Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) functions. In anticipation of this
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heightened BSA/AML scrutiny and as a result of previous
examination probing, we have noted a trend with financial
institution clients re-visiting and rebuilding their AML
systems and/or models used to identify and detect
suspicious activity. Some institutions have elected to
purchase upgrades for existing systems while others have
opted to develop in-house AML models that are tailored to
meet their specific needs. Regardless of the type of AML
system deployed, the need for systems validation to ensure
its filters, aggregation features, scoring output and the like
are periodically reviewed to assess their appropriateness is
essential to effective model risk management.

Model Risk Management
While periodic assessment and independent validation of AML systems is a routine
recommendation made by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) as noted
in the FFIEC BSA/AML Examination Manual¹, until recently there was little guidance outlining what
components of validation should be evaluated, how and by whom, and the extent to which an
institutions' size may be a factor in its decision to validate some outputs as opposed to all outputs
of common, well-established applications in use in the industry. Recent guidance has been
broadly defined and can be interpreted to include BSA/AML systems as well.

In April 2011, Federal regulatory agencies published guidance, Supervisory Guidance on Model
Risk Management, which describes general enterprise-wide model risk management, for which
model validation is one component.² This guidance also may be applied to BSA/AML systems as
the objectives are the same.
The Supervisory Letter describes model validation processes and activities as those intended to
verify that models used in decision-making are performing as expected and in line with their
design objectives and business uses.³ Furthermore, model validation is intended to identify any
potential limitations and assumptions and assesses their possible impact. These objectives are
consistent with those in the BSA/AML function where system-embedded controls are established
to set parameters for enhanced due diligence, customer risk scoring and watch-list filtering, to
name a few.
Traditionally, when model validation is applied to market risk models, supervisors will make a
distinction between qualitative and quantitative models. For AML purposes, the FFIEC Manual
distinguishes between manual and automated AML systems as there is no legal requirement that
an AML "system" must be automated to be effective. Nor is there a legal requirement for a
"system" to be quantitative, as qualitative criteria may be applied to decision-making tools.
Regardless of the AML system financial institutions elect to deploy, validation has evolved to
become an essential requirement to ensure the filtering criteria are reasonable and programming
is periodically independently verified. AML tools or systems that are developed in-house,
purchased from vendors, or developed by consultants should all be assessed for effectiveness.
Validation - Areas for Consideration
There are seven areas that an institution should consider when having its AML tool validated (post
development). These steps may be performed by Compliance or Information Technology staff that
are independent of the business line or by an outside third party. If conducted by a third party,
then a detailed scoping plan for the validation should be provided in advance for approval by
management.
Areas to consider are:
1. Validation should be performed by an independent party with the requisite expertise,
knowledge and skills who was not involved in the model development, or its use, in order
not to pose any type of conflict in the outcome or the results. The institution should have a
policy which defines the frequency for its validation cycle and under what circumstances
exceptions may be granted and approved. Material changes to the AML model should be
subject to approval prior to validation.
2. Validation staff should determine that that the model is aligned with the intended use
whereby the design, theory, and logic underlying the model are well documented.
Validation testing should seek to ensure that the components work as intended, are
appropriate for the intended business purpose and are conceptually sound and
mathematically or statistically correct depending on the model type. The system
configuration documents identifying rules and thresholds selected for AML monitoring by
the institution including exclusion of any particular transaction types, for instance, should
be within the scope and testing of the validation. The types or categories of rules employed
within the AML tool should have been selected based on the institution's risk profile,
considering factors such as: the customer base; customer locations or geographies;
products lines or services offered; and type of businesses the institution offers, etc. There

is no one standard that fits all.
3. Documents should be readily available to the staff performing the validation, which could
include:
The institution's Business Requirements Documentation describing the functionalities
required for the AML tool or system
The AML system design document showing how it meets the requirements described
in the Business Requirements Document
System configuration documents describing how the AML platforms or modules are
calibrated to satisfy the institution's specific needs and risk profile
Periodic reconciliation of data feeds between the AML system and other systems
within the institution
Reports generated or derived from the AML system
Periodic manual back-testing of the effectiveness of the AML system, including
volume analyses, examination of a sample of customer transactions over a set
period of time to review for any unusual activity not captured, and sensitivity
analysis of rule thresholds including below- and above-the-line testing
Minutes of, and reports to, the institution's AML or designated committee(s) and
other information sources within the institution identifying any changes in system
code (non-vendor product), changes to customization choices (vendor product),
exposures, activities, products, clients, or market conditions along with details of
system output overrides that may impact the tool or show signs that the system
needs revision or redevelopment
4. Authority should be established whereby the independent party performing the validation
process can challenge developers and users without undue influence.
5. The outcome analysis should involve a range of tests and, if testing indicates that the AML
model may be inaccurate or unstable in some circumstances, management should consider
modifying certain model properties, putting less reliance on its outputs, placing limits on its
use, or developing a new approach.
6. Systems validation frequency should be periodically revisited based on internal and
external industry changes. In the absence of regulatory requirements stipulating
established timeframes for periodic validation of AML systems, financial institutions should
have internal policies. This should be dictated by the transaction volume, AML system type,
bank risk profile changes and regulatory recommendations. The institution should conduct
ongoing reviews; however, a validation of the AML tool should take place at least once
every three years. The institution should have established procedures for responding to
potential problems that may arise and appear in the ordinary course of business with a
clear line for accountability for corrective action.
7. Documentation supporting the AML model validation should be sufficiently detailed and
communicated in plain and easily understood language so that parties unfamiliar with a
model can understand the scope, testing, results and deficiencies found along with any
recommendations surrounding the analysis. Validation reports should include clear
executive summaries, with a statement of model purpose and an accessible synopsis of
model and validation results, including major limitations and key assumptions.

Summary
Validation of an AML model after its implementation represents a critical risk management and
regulatory compliance activity. As an example, Experis was recently requested by a client to
review a set of historical transactions identified as fraudulent. During that process, we determined
that the organization was successfully capturing individual violators but was not linking those
individuals to larger networks. New software and supporting models were implemented to review
the historical data enabling the client to capture entire networks of individuals that were working
across specific corridors to launder money. In the end, a review of the existing model sets
opened the door for overall improvements.
To enable this to occur on a regular basis, financial institutions need to make sure they have an
appropriate governance model to meet increasing regulatory scrutiny in this area. Institutions
should establish a set of policies, processes and procedures to ensure:
The validation is performed by an independent party with appropriate credentials to
conduct this task
A detailed plan - approved by the institution's management - outlines the scope, review
standards, approach and methodologies used by the validation party to perform the review
Complete documentation surrounding the development or purchase of the model is made
available for reference and review by the validation party including the financial institution's
business requirements
The validation report clearly communicates and summarizes in easily understood language
key findings and that remediation actions are promptly and substantively addressed
The validation process is conducted with appropriate frequency or when any significant
changes are made to the model.
In the end, developing and validating strong AML models will enable organizations to reduce
operational and regulatory risk in an efficient and effective manner.
¹FFIEC BSA/AML Examination Manual, "Evaluating Suspicious Activity Monitoring Systems", page
71
²Source: OCC Website: OCC –SR letter 11-7, Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management,
dated April 4, 2011
³Source: OCC –SR letter 11-7, Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management, dated April 4,
2011

